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NARRATIVE

CONTINUED

INTRODUCTION

In 2010, Georgetown ISD passed a bond that included $28 million dollars to design and build the district’s fourth middle school.  Today, that 
$28 million dollars is being integrated into the budget for a new $55 million Middle School that will allow Georgetown ISD to rethink how 
education is delivered across the district.  While capacity is not expected to be met when it opens, the facility will be designed for 1000 students.   
Acknowledging that the traditionally designed school is not adequate to facilitate the educational model needed to prepare GISD students for 
the future, Georgetown ISD and Huckabee embarked upon a planning process to define the curriculum requirements and spatial relationships of 
a Middle school that would facilitate a new model of educational delivery.  The goal was to design a building that would prepare students for the 
work environment of today while being flexible enough to respond to future environments that have not yet been imagined. 

To begin the design process, Huckabee teamed with a design committee of approximately 15 district staff and community members.  From 
March through June of 2015, the team met on several items to discuss the curriculum to be taught and the manner in which it is to be delivered 
to the students.  The underlying theme that developed from these conversations was one of flexibility.  In an effort to reflect the multifaceted 
environments that students will likely come to work in, educational facilities of today must provide spaces that can transform from one scenario of 
learning to another.  They must allow students to work independently of one another at certain times while being always capable of transforming 
into larger collaborative environments.   They must allow for the teachers to serve in the role of educator in one period and the role of facilitator 
in the next.   They must allow teachers and administrative staff to design and redesign the educational experience on a daily basis. 

With the theme of flexibility in mind, the design committee met at Huckabee’s office at the Baylor Research and Innovation Collaborative in Waco 
for a two-day planning and design charrette.  The purpose of the charrette was to allow the team to be active participants in the development 
of both the site and building design.  The charrettes also demanded that each member think critically about the current methods of instructional 
delivery, how the facilities impact that delivery, and the opportunities for implementing new methods and ideas.  

The design committee separated into two groups for the charrette.  Discussions regarding site design focused on where the building, parking 
and athletic facilities should be located with relation to the neighboring Mitchell Elementary School, the existing site’s topography, prominent 
views, solar paths and prevailing winds.   The second group discussed the functions and qualities of the learning spaces, how one learning 
space behaves in relation to the others, and how the arrangement of spaces allows teachers to interact with students and with one another.  On 
the heels of the BRIC charrette, Huckabee began conceptual designs for the Middle School, incorporating the many adjacencies and spatial 
relationships discussed among the design committee members.   The conceptual design was approved on June 22, 2015 and Schematic 
Designs were approved on August 4th. 

Throughout the months of August and September, Huckabee continued to meet with GISD staff members for their input in developing the design.  
All rooms were reviewed and redesigned when necessary to ensure the appropriate amounts of space and proper adjacencies are provided. 
Interior materials were chosen to produce a warm, inviting atmosphere while infusing identities for larger groups of spaces.  Acoustical conditions 
were evaluated to maintain appropriate levels of sounds for the various environments.  Technology and power plans were integrated throughout 
the building to facilitate the District’s vision for collaborative teaching and learning.  Mechanical and plumbing plans were developed according 
to the District’s pre-established technical specifications. Parking was maximized and traffic flow throughout the site was evaluated to ensure safe 
and efficient drop-off and pick-up of students.  Athletics components were rearranged on site to meet programmatic requirements while working 
with the site’s topography and allowing for the desired amount of parking. Utility plans were integrated into the design and a grading plan was 
developed to minimize construction costs. 

A final review of these drawings between GISD staff and Huckabee was held on October 1st to provide the design team with a final round of 
revisions prior to beginning the construction document phase.  Throughout this process of design development and program verification the 
original design concept has remained unchanged. 
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SITE DEVELOPMENT

The new Middle School will be located to the north east of Mitchell Elementary school and share vehicular access from two drive isles off 
Rockride Lane to the west.  Busses will enter from the southern drive isle and travel northeast around the Athletic Stadium.  Bus drop-off will be 
on the south of the Middle School where children will enter through the cafeteria.  Parent drop-off will enter the site from the west drive isle and 
drop students off at the main entrance centered on the north side of the building.  Because pick-up and drop-off times are staggered amongst 
elementary and middle schools, traffic congestion is not anticipated.

One of the district’s goals in building the new Middle School is to maximize the amount of parking to be designed on site.  The new Middle 
School parking lot is aligned with the elementary school parking lot, allowing each to effectively function as an extension of the other.  Both 
parking lots thus serve as overflow parking for larger events that may take place at either school.  Pedestrian paths will also connect the two 
schools from their respective parking lots. 

Another district goal was to minimize disturbances to the existing Mitchell Elementary play fields.  The current site design is intended to avoid any 
disturbances to the elementary fields, walking path, and drainage swales.  

The site is also designed to incorporate many of the drainage systems employed by Mitchell Elementary School.  Interceptor drains will be 
introduced at a distance from the building’s southern façade while French drains along the building’s perimeter will help to minimize the risk of 
moisture penetration at the building’s foundation. 

The Athletic Stadium is located at the east corner of the property.  The football field will be aligned north and south.  One set of bleachers will 
seat approximately 750 people and are located on the west side of the field to avoid late afternoon glare.   A press box will be provided to seat 
6 people.  The Football Field will be Synthetic Turf surrounded by an all-weather, 8-lane track.  The track will be accompanied by one pole vault, 
one high jump, two shotputs, one discuss, and four long jumps.    

Eight tennis courts are designed directly west of the stadium.   Tennis courts will not be lit but are provide with standard perimeter fencing and 
wind screens.  Four sets of bleachers are located on the east side of the courts.

Exterior athletics facilities will be anchored by an approximately 2200 square foot concessions building located directly west of the stadium 
entrance and east of the tennis courts.  This building will also house men’s and women’s restrooms and a large storage room for  
athletic equipment. 

NARRATIVE
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BUILDING DESIGN

The Middle School is positioned on the property with the parking lot and main entrance to the north and Athletic fields to the south east.  Three 
educational houses for STEM, Humanities, and 6TH Grade learning spaces are positioned on the north side of the building along with the second 
level Library and Art rooms where they will take advantage of sprawling views of Georgetown below.  A prominent Athletics Entrance is located 
on the west side of the building leading to the Competition and Practice Gymnasiums.  Student locker rooms and athletic support spaces are 
located south of the gyms where they are easily accessed from exterior athletic facilities as well.  Fine Arts and Special Education rooms are 
located on the east side of the building.

One of the main priorities established by the design committee was to maximize usable space.  The Cafeteria and Circulation Corridors were 
specifically identified for their potential to serve as alternative educational spaces throughout the day rather than remaining stagnant while not in 
use.  As a result, the cafeteria has been design as a centrally located Commons area where it can also be utilized as an alternative, more public 
space for education.   With the Fine Arts Stage overlooking it from the east, the Cafeteria will also serve as the Auditorium.  A set of learning stairs 
adjacent to the Cafeteria brings students from first to second floor while providing another alternative area for either private or group learning. 

The educational houses were distinctly designed around the theme of flexibility.  Learning spaces located in the center of the houses are 
designed to incorporate movable glass wall partitions that will allow the spaces to transform from individual classrooms to large group learning 
areas.  As the walls open, corridors within the houses can be utilized as educational space as well.  Walls connecting the science rooms in the 
STEM and 6th Grade houses will also be flexible, allowing for large, multi-class lessons and ease of teacher collaboration. Furniture throughout 
the classrooms is intended to be moveable, allowing students and teachers to choose arrangements that best fit the curriculum of the day.  

Another goal of the design committee was to provide spaces necessary for teachers and administrative staff to work with each other throughout 
the day to effectively design an ever-fluctuating educational schedule and environment.  As result, a large design room has been located near 
the entrance of each of the three houses.  The concept of staff collaboration is also integrated into the administration suite located at the center 
of the lower level.  A large collaboration room will overlook the commons area where not only will staff be able to observe students, but students 
will be able to observe staff practicing the type of collaborative learning they teach. 
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SITE ANALYSIS
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CHARRETTE IMAGES
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SITE PLAN
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FLOOR PLAN - FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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FLOOR PLAN - SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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EXTERIOR IMAGES - OVERALL
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EXTERIOR IMAGES - MAIN ENTRY
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INTERIOR IMAGE - CAFETERIA
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INTERIOR IMAGE - LEARNING STAIR
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INTERIOR IMAGE - LIBRARY
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INTERIOR IMAGE - HUMANITIES AREA WITH PARTITIONS
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INTERIOR IMAGE - HUMANITIES AREA WITHOUT PARTITIONS
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INTERIOR IMAGE - TEACHERS WORKROOM




